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Preface to the Second Edition

When I handed President Obama a copy of the

first edition of this book, I inscribed it with the words,
“They said that day would never come, but I’m so glad it
did.” It was in April of 2016, and my wife and I were

privileged to organize a fundraising event for the
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President at our home. It was one of the more moving
events of my life and made me think of my family’s

sojourn in America that included my grandparents—
whose parents were held in slavery in Alabama and
Mississippi—participating in the post-World War I

Great Migration of African Americans to the North
where they settled in Cleveland, Ohio and started the
family that I was born into. Like most African Americans,

Barack Obama’s election marked a signal moment in our
lives. What we learned in the 2016 election is that not
everyone in America shared our enthusiasm.
It is no accident that the most racially inflammatory
presidential nominee in over a century immediately
followed the election of the country’s first Black president.
In the first edition of this book, I discussed how Obama’s

ascendance marked the political emergence of a New

really happened in the election, and dangerously likely to

American Majority consisting of the overwhelming

derail the progress and changes of the past 50 years.

majority of people of color and a meaningful minority of
Whites who are progressive. Donald Trump’s success in
2016 was propelled by a virulent and ugly backlash to the
political, cultural, social, economic and racial changes in
the country that had made possible Obama’s election and
re-election. Make no mistake about it, Trump’s slogan of
“Make America Great Again” was a thinly disguised
clarion call to make America White again.

An objective analysis of the 2016 election shows
that the results represented a historically unsurprising
reaction to profound racial change and progress of the past
50 years. A deep dive into the data confirms that people of
color and progressive Whites remain a growing majority in
America with the power and potential to win elections and
transform politics and public policy for decades to come.
We have been trying to get this right for 400 years on this

It says a lot—none of it good—that so many people

continent, and how we understand and respond to this

responded to Trump’s call, but it is critical that we properly

moment will determine whether this period becomes a brief

understand exactly what happened in the 2016 election so

diversion in the centuries-long march toward racial and

that we can make course corrections that move us forward,

economic justice, or if it becomes a decades-long detour

not backward. A lot of the analysis that came immediately

from reaching what Martin Luther King called the

after the election was incorrect, dangerous, and potentially

“promised land.”

destructive. A popular post-mortem was that Democrats

What Happened?

lost because they emphasized “identity politics” too much,
thereby alienating the White working class and driving
them into Trump’s arms where they found common cause
with the likes of the Ku Klux Klan, the alt-right, and other
opponents of the country’s changing racial composition.
Such a conclusion, however, is inaccurate, ignorant of what

(Note: At the time of the writing of this preface, not
all the data was available in terms of election results. You
can view my/the most current analysis and interpretation at
our

digital

platform

DemocracyinColor.com.)

on

race

and

politics,

To make sense of the 2016 election results, it is

that elected and re-elected Obama—the overwhelming

important to understand the big picture of what is

majority of people of color joined by a meaningful minority

happening in the country, and where the trends are heading.

of Whites—continues to outnumber the Republican voters

America remains a nation in demographic transition, and, at

in the country. And when the specific Obama metrics of

root, the 2016 election was a backlash against the changing

80.5% of people of color and 39% of Whites are applied to

racial composition of the country. Regardless of the

the entire eligible voter pool, that is still a majority of the

election results, those changes are continuing apace. The

country. In fact, it is now a 52% majority, up from the 51%

country was 12% people of color in 1965, and the size of

at the time this book was first published. But it is a slim

the communities of color had tripled by early 2017 to

majority and an uneven majority, and that unevenness

38.4%. And as shown in the charts in Chapter 1: “The New

created a crack through which Trump was able to slide in.

American Majority: 51% and Growing Every Day” the
percentage of people of color in America is getting larger
every hour of every day (each day, 7,000 more people of
color are added to the population, as compared to 1,000
whites). The swelling ranks of people of color comprise the
cornerstones of a New American Majority, but as the 2016
election painfully proved, that population majority is by no
means a sure thing when it comes to winning elections.
The second big picture reality—easily obscured by
the level of shock and fear accompanying the election
results—is that Hillary Clinton received more votes than
Donald Trump. A lot more—nearly 3 million more votes.
So, at the national level, the composition of the coalition

Looking at the specific locations where the New
American Majority fell short reveals the geographic
distribution of the population realignment that is occurring
as the country transitions to a new demographic
configuration. Clinton lost by the slimmest of margins in
three historically Democratic Rustbelt states—Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania—while simultaneously
failing to make breakthroughs in Southern and
Southwestern states that are becoming increasingly
diverse—Arizona, North Carolina, and Georgia.
The particulars of what happened in the three
Rustbelt states differ by state. In Pennsylvania, African

American voters were uninspired and did not come out in

most in line with what the future electorate will look like.

the same numbers they did to re-elect Obama in 2012.

In order to learn the lessons from the losses in 2016 and

Wisconsin saw a situation where progressive Whites,

harness the energy and potential of the country’s

perhaps feeling the election was in the bag for Clinton,

demographic revolution before it’s too late, progressives

indulged their desire to vote for third-party candidates, and

must make three major changes—elevate the right people,

150,000 more people voted third party in Wisconsin than

spend money smarter, and promote a bold and compelling

did so in 2012, accounting for Clinton’s 22,000 vote loss.

policy agenda. I touched on each of these in the first edition

In Michigan, it does look like tens of thousands of Whites

of this book, but the failures of 2016 have painfully

who had voted for Obama switched and cast their ballots

highlighted their centrality to electoral success in the future.

for Trump.

Fewer Smart-Ass White Boys

In the South and Southwest, Democrats made
progress, but not enough progress to counter the losses in
the Midwest. Arizona was actually one of the most closely
contested states in 2016, with Clinton falling just 85,000
votes short, out of nearly 3 million votes cast. The margins
in Georgia and North Carolina were closer than in Ohio and
Iowa, historical battleground states of elections past. Even
Texas was closer than Iowa, a 90% White state that picked
Obama twice.
Where Do We Go From Here?

The leadership of the progressive movement and
Democratic campaigns was completely outmatched when it
came to fighting a fight on a racially-polarized battlefield.
Trump issued a clarion call to White people to take their
country back, and Democrats incongruently replied by
saying he lacked the temperament to be President. They did
not draw a line in the sand and issue a countervailing and
equally clear call to embrace the country’s racial diversity
and keep marching forward into the multicultural future.
The reason the strategy, tactics, and plans so widely

Looking to the future, progressives have to ask

missed the mark is that the leadership of the organizations

which problems are most fixable and which solutions are

and entities that controlled nearly $2 billion in spending

more closely resembled apartheid South Africa than the

allocating resources to proven practices and promising

Rainbow Coalition. Chapter 4, “Fewer Smart-Ass White

paths, the people who run and fund Democratic campaigns

Boys,” flagged this problem and argued for dramatically

fell far short. I warned in Chapter 6, “Invest Wisely,” about

diversifying the ranks of campaign leadership because

progressive penchant for “wasting tens, if not hundreds, of

“people who have lived a particular cultural experience

millions of dollars each election on losing strategies” at a

have more insight into how to communicate with those who

time when “[b]uilding a permanent progressive majority in

share that experience.” In addition to the imperative of

America requires investing resources wisely,” but when the

inspiring people of color, what the 2016 election showed is

first $150 million in outside spending was revealed on the

the necessity of cultural competence in communicating

progressive side, there were zero dollars allocated to

with White people so that they resist naked appeals to

mobilizing Black voters. Zero. Not surprisingly, Black

White nationalism and are summoned to their highest and

turnout fell 6%, and hundreds of thousands of Black voters

best selves. Obama did that to great effect. Most White

stayed home in Pennsylvania, North Carolina, and Georgia,

consultants are clueless about how to effectively talk about

and Republicans won the presidential and senate races in

racial issues, and as a result, they allowed Trump’s race-

all three states.

baiting campaign to become normalized and an acceptable
option for just enough Whites to tip the election.
Invest Wisely
Democrats and their allies spent hundreds of
millions of dollars on paid advertising and lost the election
to a guy with a Twitter account and the willingness to get
so far outside the box that he commanded significant free
television coverage. When it comes to intelligently

Even when Democrats did decide to contest states
such as Arizona that contained large numbers of people of
color, they didn’t spend their money well. The Clinton
campaign poured $2.5 million into Arizona, but spent most
of that money on television ads targeting white voters
rather than hiring Latino organizers to get out the vote.
That same $2.5 million could have paid for more than
1,000 organizers who could have turned out 200,000 of the

600,000 Latinos who didn’t vote in Arizona. Clinton lost

heady days of 2008—to try to quantify the number of

the state by 85,000 votes.

progressive Whites.

Part of investing wisely is instituting best practices

That formulation was certainly tested in the 2016

of transparency and accountability, and one of the shocking

election. On the one hand, the framework held in that,

flaws of progressive politics is how little accountability

nationally, 37% of Whites—roughly the historical national

there is for results. All progressive stakeholders should

average —joined with 74% of people of color to give

insist on the same kinds of reporting, metrics, and

Hillary Clinton a 2.8 million vote margin in the national

communication that publicly-traded companies provide in

popular vote. But obviously, in just enough key states, the

the form of quarterly reports and income statements.

coalition fell agonizingly short (77,000 votes in three states

Otherwise, money will continue to be wasted on ineffective

swung the election to Trump).

and outdated plans and programs.
Requiem for the White Swing Voter, BUT
In the first edition of this book I argued that
progressives needed to break free from the “tyranny of the
White swing voter” that led them to gear their policies,
politics, tone and tenor towards White swing voters. I
pointed out that there were more progressive Whites than
people appreciated and that people of color combined with
progressive Whites represented the future of progressive
politics in America. I focused on Obama’s 39% share of the
White vote in 2012—a decline of 5 million Whites from the

A popular point of view post-election is that
Democrats neglected the White working class, and that is
why they lost the election. The problem with that facile
formulation is the inconvenient fact that most collegeeducated Whites voted for Trump. It’s not just a White
working-class problem; it’s an American racism problem
that is as old as the Republic (Chapter 3, “Blinded by the
White” discusses this reality at length). The hard truth of
the matter is that White voters—of all economic classes—
have preferred the Republican nominee in every single
presidential election since Lyndon Johnson signed propeople of color Voting Rights and Immigration and

Nationality Acts in 1965. All of the empirical evidence

solution. Sanders’ full-throated jeremiads against economic

confirms that there is a ceiling of White support for

inequality captured the imagination and unleashed the

Democrats and progressives (fortunately, the data also

enthusiasm of millions of progressive White voters.

shows that there is a floor of support coming from the

Personally, I’ve previously dismissed the criticism of

meaningful minority of Whites who vote progressive).

Democrats’ ties to Wall Street as a failure to appreciate the

This is not to say that Democrats can’t do somewhat
better with White voters. A modest uptick among Whites of
a couple percentage points of support is definitely possible,
but it will require greater cultural competence and a more
compelling and inspiring populist policy agenda. What
Obama’s elections showed is that many White people
respond well when they are inspired and challenged to be
their best selves. Trump summoned Whites to their worst
selves, and Democrats lacked the cultural competence to
present a compelling counter message, resulting in just
enough Whites defecting to tip the election in Trump’s
favor.

uglier but necessary aspects of politics, but now I’m not so
sure. Listening to Sanders, Elizabeth Warren or Sherrod
Brown speak, there is no ambiguity as to which side they
are on. Clinton’s campaign unfortunately was more
restrained and nuanced in a non-nuanced year. Plus, she
was without question constrained Democratic dependence
on deep-pocketed donors who did not naturally resonate
with a “tax the rich” message. But what Sanders showed is
that large numbers of small donors inspired by a populist
economic message can fuel a campaign to the tune of $231
million.
In Chapter 6, “What is Justice,” I proposed that

The decline in White support should force greater
grappling with the question, “what are Democrats offering
working-class Whites? Why don’t they embrace a more
populist and economically radical platform?” Looking at
Bernie Sanders’ campaign offers some suggestions of a

progressives embrace the concept of a Wealth Tax on the
top 1% as a way to end poverty and dramatically reduce
economic inequality. A 2% tax on the wealth of the people
in the top 1%—those with $13 million or more in assets—
would generate $500 billion/year, twice the amount
necessary to eliminate poverty in America. Although taxing

friendly wealthy donors might ruffle some feathers,
mathematically, standing with 99% of the population is a
pretty good place to be when seeking 50% plus one of the
vote.
The future of progressive politics in America—and
the future of America itself—lies at the intersection of the
struggles for racial justice and economic equality. As
Obama’s elections showed, making racial progress not only
inspires people of color, it also makes White people feel
better. And an economic equality message would be more
than well-received in communities of color who have a
mere fraction of the household wealth of Whites and are in
desperate need of a crusade to eliminate economic
inequality. Embracing a program to tax the wealth of the
1% and use those funds to lift the boats of the rainbow of
people in the 99% is politically smart and morally right.
What Obama offered was a form of racial healing
and hope that other Democrats have struggled to match. In
fact, the only time Democrats have won at the national
election over the past decade is when Obama was on the
ticket.
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